DC WIC
JUNE 2019, VENDOR TRAINING NEWSLETTER

HELLO! We are excited to
announce face-to-face training
coming in June! Authorized
vendors are required to participate
in an annual WIC training. A
minimum of one store employee
must complete the mandatory
training as covered in your Vendor
Agreement. The manager or
designated trainer for the store is
responsible for training other staff
members who interact with WIC
participants. Face-to-face training
is a great opportunity to ask the
DC WIC Vendor Management
Team questions directly and learn
from other vendors regarding their
successes and challenges.

Are you coming
to training?
Training will be held at DC Health.
Address: 899 North Capitol Street, North East,

3rd Floor
Time: 1:00 - 3:00 PM

Please use RSVP link below to RSVP to each event.

June 19th - Walmart RSVP
June 26th - Giant, Safeway RSVP
June 28th - Harris Teeter and independent

vendors RSVP

*****LAST CHANCE WEBINAR*****

A future date will be announced.

A note on shelf
labels
WIC foods are not currently labeled at stores due to
previous store resets. It is mandatory that all WIC
approved products are labeled with the provided
WIC DC label, as covered in your Vendor
Agreement.

Fresh produce does not need to be labeled.

Please place labels on shelves within two weeks of
receiving them.

What you will
receive in
training
During training, you will receive the following items
to use at your stores:
Participant folders to be used by the cashiers at
each register.
A poster to be placed at the entry of your store.

WIC shelf labels for approved products.
A document stating the minimum stocking
levels required for each category.

Do's and Don'ts
of WIC
Transactions
Don't...
Do not ask the WIC participant or a proxy for
personal identification, the WIC ID folder
suffices for identification verification.

Do not limit the amount of WIC benefits allowed
to be purchased or require all benefits to be
purchased.
Do not provide cash refunds.
Do not allow exchanges (unless there is
spoilage).

Do...
Do allow the use of coupons, purchase of items
on sale and promotional specials.
Do allow WIC participants to pay for groceries
that are non WIC with a different form of
payment.

Tips
Treat WIC participants with the same courtesies as
other customers. There has been a significant drop
in WIC participation. A portion of this drop can be
attributed to poor customer service. We urge
everyone to be kind and gracious toward WIC
participants.

Print and share this document with your store.

If a WIC participant is requesting a special infant
formula that your pharmacy does not have in stock,
call your current formula distributor. They will
provide the special infant formula within 24-48
hours.

Cashiers should be asking WIC participants to see
the WIC ID folder upon checking out, this is a
mandatory state requirement to verify identity.

On site training is coming upon compliance buys.
You can also request training for your store at any
time throughout the year.

Recent monitoring visits have us asking if your
store:
1. Stocks frozen juice in your freezers.
2. Stocks more than one variety of bread.
3. Stocks 2 varieties of 32 ounce yogurt.

QUICK LINKS
Retailer Bulletins/Newsletters/Training

Approved Food List, Vendor Folder

Vendor and Cashier Training

Approved Formula Suppliers List

Formula Flyer

Minimum Stocking Requirement

Retailer Complaint and Incident Form

Vendor Sanctions

Authorized Infant Formula Wholesale, Retail and
Distributor List
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